reviews, and biographical data, I argue that the circumstances in which their friendship evolved and its outcome for both Williams and Lewis will help us to obtain a clearer grasp of the particular intersections of politics, literature, and contemporary history at a time when writers took to the road in their search for America, and poetry was held-by some-to be an effective weapon in the struggle for social justice. 1 We know a great deal about Williams from several distinguished biographies and his work is readily available in New Directions editions and anthologies. To most readers, however, Lewis will appear as a complete unknown; brief excerpts from his work and references to his life are found scattered in radical anthologies and studies (Mariani, North, Hicks, Salzman, Wald, Nelson, Wixson, Dellinger, Conroy) . I begin, then, with a summary of Lewis's poetic apprenticeship and early publication before addressing my main topic, the Williams-Lewis connection and its relation to the conditions affecting literary reception in the 1930s and 40s.
One-time firebrand of the cultural left, Harold H. Lewis spent most of the early and final years of his life in complete obscurity. Forgotten by all but a few old literary friends from the 1930s, viewed as a strange, incomprehensible eccentric by his neighbors, Lewis lived his last years in a one-room converted corncrib in Missouri's bootheel where I first interviewed him some twenty years ago. A tall, erect, imposing man in his eighties, with bushy white hair, Lewis looked like an Old Testament prophet, a Jeremiah in an unjust world, or an impassioned John Brown, as viewed in John Steuart Curry's famous painting. No one in Cape Girardeau, except for his sister, Catherine, and Alan Nourie, a librarian from Southeastern Missouri State University, it appeared, had ever heard of H. H. Lewis or knew his story-or even cared. Lewis had buried himself in his tar-papered shack, consumed by some terrible personal affliction. Scarred from perceived injuries, he lived an ascetic, lonely existence, locked in the past, his creative energies tragically wasted. Occasionally American literature produces poets who, lacking formal education and access to the sites of literary production, rise out of the people, achieving, if only briefly, recognition. Born on a Missouri farm near Cape Girardeau, raised on hard field labor, parented by a distant father, and schooled by a tyrannical schoolmaster, Lewis was by any standard an exceptional individual in his determination to become the poet of the underdog, the sharecropper, the dispossessed in their timeless conflict with power and authority. "I distinctly remember my first day in school," Lewis wrote in "School Days in the Gumbo," appearing in the American Mercury (January 1931). "That unspared rod, that hickory, a freshly cut one, reposing ominously on two nails driven into the plaster wall above the master's desk. The evil history of its predecessors had already taught us beginners what to expect of this one. We eyed the scepter of authority till the tension grew unbearable, till a sudden whipping would have been a relief" (50). Plowing the sticky bottomland soil of his parents' farm on a searing July day, Lewis stopped his team of mules in midfield. Raising his fist to the sky, he cursed a cruel God conspiring to thwart his thirst for learning and expression. Leaving home at age nineteen, Lewis rode freights to New Orleans and Los Angeles to find work. Frustrations and obstacles dogged him throughout his long life.
How, to begin the inquiry, did an obscure gumbo farmer with no "connections" or literary patrons become a published poet, gain for a brief time the attention of the literary establishment, enlist the support of William Carlos Williams, and stir up literary altercations involving at various times Williams, Malcolm Cowley of The New Republic, the Partisan Review editors, the Saturday Review of Literature's columnist, William Rose Benét, and Communist Party cultural doyens?
Rejecting capitalism, devoted to the idea of the Soviet Experiment, Lewis was nonetheless firmly rooted in American soil. A descendant of Kentucky pioneers, he was a born-again populist when populist dissent in Missouri's bootheel had ceased to be an expression of agrarian revolt against monopoly power and an unjust tax system. 6 The Soviet Experiment (of which he had no personal experi- Many before him, including theologians, visionaries, and socialists, had of course expressed a similar hope. Lewis pinned his hope on a workers' democracy, a just order that erases class distinctions and economic disparities. It was a time when revolutionary talk and labor activism swayed young writers like Lewis to the left. Lewis's radical views were nurtured by physical toil; there is honesty in the emotions and convictions that farm work evokes. Communism offered Lewis an alternate vision of the oppressive reality he experienced. Communist literature, however, led him at times to extravagant sloganeering, causing many critics to overlook his innovative talent for language and verse forms. It is worth recounting Lewis's strange odyssey leading to publication and recognition, for it illuminates literary politics-the conditions of reception and praxis of literary production in the period between the two world wars-connecting oddly with William Carlos Williams's own reception, complicated, one might argue, by his independent spirit. A review of Lewis's short-lived but significant role in the history of midwestern literary radicalism raises interesting questions having to do with access to the circuits of communication, patronage, publication, critical evaluation, and literary politics in the 1930s and 40s. In a curious way, Lewis's story figures into William Carlos Williams's quest to create an American poetry liberated from European influences, recreating in the American imagination "everything afresh in the likeness of that which it was" (I xvi).
Like many other young midwesterners, Lewis made his way into poetry through the little magazine circuits of the 1920s and 30s. Exposed to the free verse versus "rhythmic" verse debate through Pegasus, a little magazine edited by Noah Whitaker in Springfield, Ohio, Lewis began to develop his own poetic forms that stretched and bent traditional meters to suit his purpose. Whittaker met Lewis in New Orleans in 1926, where Lewis, penniless again, had gone after leaving a postal clerk job in St. Louis. Eager to foster an incipient workers' culture, Jack Conroy, an assembler in Toledo's Willys-Overland auto factory (1928) , urged Lewis to submit to little magazines like Pegasus. As editor, writer, and critic, Conroy was to play an important role in Lewis's short-lived rise as a poet, remaining in contact during Lewis's years of contumacy and paranoia.
Young, impressionable, and short of money, Lewis hitchhiked to Los Angeles in 1924, where in mission and flophouses he encountered the down-and-out shipwrecks of humanity who had slipped down the skidway to die of hunger and disease. In "Down the Skidway," published in The Anvil (May 1933 The restaurant belonged to a chain of such for dime-gripping bums and low-paid working-stiffs. Came gringos and greasers for coffee and stew, hash, beans-a large bowl of brown beans for a dime. Came Negroes, humblest of all. Came "mouthmen" and "wolves," proletarian beasts of the ghastliest ilk. From the poverty of America, in this bottomless hell, came these contorted and condemned souls. (9) It was a signal rite of passage in the shaping of Lewis's political consciousness. Working-class people in Los Angeles experienced the hardships of economic hard times long before the Crash of 1929. Lewis joined informal meetings led by the anarchist Marcus Graham, who was assembling An Anthology of Revolutionary Poetry in the wake of the Sacco-Vanzetti trials. Its publication in 1929 heralded the appearance of young literary rebels whose work began to appear in the little magazines of the left. A Canadian by birth who had left his country in protest of compulsory conscription, Graham left a deep imprint on the Missouri farmhand. Ascetic, slender of build, with fierce eyes, Graham was a fiery visionary who viewed poetry as a revolutionary weapon in the struggle for a free society. 7 Graham's anarchist evenings, together with Lewis's stay among the "bottom dogs" of Los Angeles, ignited his poetic imagination and steered him leftward. What mattered to Lewis was to fire up people's concern for the outcast and fuel their indignation at an economic system that would permit such cruelty to the poor.
Lewis's contributions to New Masses attracted editor Mike Gold's attention. Gold had issued a call in 1928 for a new generation of worker-poets and activists. "You certainly have the goods," Gold wrote Lewis in 1929, "-vigor, slanguage, experience et al. We'll take a chance with the postal authorities and publish your poems." By 1929 Lewis had begun to gain recognition through the left press, and was listed as a contributing editor of New Masses the same year he received a short biographical sketch with photo in the November issue (22). At least one rebel poet, referring to the Soviet Union's best-known worker-poet, saw Lewis as the Demian Bedny of America. "Bedny, of course, was a party member for years," Henry George Weiss wrote Lewis in 1932, "and even went to Siberia once or twice; you have the opportunity of becoming the American Bedny without actually joining the party, merely by accepting its political line and writing more regularly for the communist press. But it is important that you get the Daily Worker more often. . . ." Weiss's advice came after the fact; Lewis already had begun looking in the direction of the Red Star for guidance. Communism in the early 1930s offered disillusioned workers like Lewis, stranded by the Depression, a belief to hold on to, a program of social change, a promise of heaven on earth, or at least a better hand than most Los Angeles flophouse occupants and Missouri gumbo farmhands had been dealt. It was a kind of religion to Lewis, having, as he believed, been abandoned by God. He saw no contradiction between his faith in the Soviet workers' republic and his deep, nativist loyalty to America. Growing up poor, seeing hungry, homeless people on city streets suffering police brutality, Lewis sought through poetry to overthrow the hated enemy Capitalism. The wealthy were insulated from conditions of the poor; it was hopeless to persuade them. Lewis's devotion to social justice, however, had the power to stir workers who heard his poems read in factories. Lewis had a way with language that spoke to the unlettered and unread. He reworked language in new ways, making poems workers could understand and respond to as poetry. The great folk poets-Robert Burns, the Russian peasant poet Klinev, the Silesian weavers in their 1844 revolt, the Wobbly poet Joe Hill, the Yoruban poets-had accomplished the same. Lewis lived in an era when public oration and debate were staples of rural communities. Poetry, too, was intended to be spoken; Lewis had come of age when Socialist speakers like Kate Richards O'Hare traveled the Midwest and Vachel Lindsay performed "Why I Voted the Socialist Ticket" and "The Eagle That is Forgotten." 10 Similarly, Lewis explored the oral dimensions of poetic language in poems like "Tractors Eat Kerosene," referring to the fact that impoverished sharecroppers eat dirt for lack of enough food. Human go'na have to chaw groun'! An early advocate of Lewis's work was editor Jack Conroy, who printed his poems in The Rebel Poet (1931-32) , furnished the introduction to his first collection Red Renaissance, and contributed a short essay on Lewis's work to Fantasy for the fall 1933 issue. Reviewing his third collection, The Road to Utterly (1934), Conroy wrote: "Lewis restores poetry to some of its ancient uses, for the wandering troubadour sang not to literary critics, not to collectors of first and limited editions, but to the common folk, to the great unwashed and underfed. It is among the disinherited and dispossessed that Lewis seeks his audience." 11 Lewis' Perhaps the chief reasons for the growing divide separating the two regions had to do with cultural and historical differences, together with the relative isolation of both. Scattered widely across a broad hinterland "west of the Hudson" the midwesterners had little stake in the ideological debates and party proclamations of Union Square radicals. Few were more isolated than H. H. Lewis, indentured, as he lamented, to the mules pulling the plow in the fields of his Cape Girardeau farm. Lewis made the divide a personal issue. With few exceptions-William Car-los Williams being the preeminent one-critics, editors, and publishers on the Eastern seaboard, Lewis said, formed a "Kaffee Klatsch Klan," an impenetrable combine that shut him out and that he was determined to expose.
Factionalism splitting the left threatened to pull Lewis into fruitless conflict, in which poetic creativity would be wasted in tirades. In the fierce emotional tensions of the 1930s, it took little to start a bitter row-and Lewis rarely retreated from a good fight. As Lewis dug in, a way out from a needless impasse appeared quite unexpectedly.
In September 1934, William Carlos Williams wrote Fred Miller, an impecunious tool designer in Brooklyn, who edited a little magazine entitled Blast (September 1933 -November 1934 : "You've got a find in Lewis. He's got that something extra, in addition to the usual valued qualities in a writer, which flips up the interest in a new way. It's a question of wit and energy. I read his stuff breathlessly which, although it isn't the final test of excellence is nevertheless the first one. Maybe he's too good, if you know what I mean, he may be accused of making something decorative out of suffering. But that sets up the difficulty all over again. Is there any way of telling the bitter truth. If you create interest by good writing pleasure must enter for the reader. While if it is bad writing, nothing comes across but a pathetic disgust. What's the answer? Stop writing at all? The things don't mix. I say, gimme Lewis, he knows writing is to be read and to be found interesting because it is well done, of good material. At bottom he's got the stuff-just like a baseball pitcher that has the stuff. Go ahead and explain it."
14 During this time (1934-35) Williams was himself writing "the bitter truth" about the poor and the dispossessed. A number of his short stories with proletarian subjects appeared in Blast, including "The Girl with a Pimply Face" and "Jean Beicke," drawn from observation of and encounters with working-class people in Passaic, New Jersey, where he practiced medicine. Ignoring the proletarian precepts championed by Mike Gold in New Masses, these stories nonetheless deliver the message that a ruthless capitalist economy heartlessly discards ordinary working people like devalued shares of stock.
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Warm to the aims of the Communist Party regarding social justice for the poor, Williams nonetheless distrusted the party's covert functioning and dogmatic pronouncements. Communist Party orthodoxy was inimical to his temperament and to his effort to remain objective as a poet and observer of life. Party authority and discipline, quite apart from the worth of the cause, were, he said, dictatorial and unworthy of a democracy. Moreover, Communism as a political philosophy, he decided, was incompatible with American beliefs; it would never find acceptance in any large-scale way. (Mariani 364) . Language, Williams wrote, plays a central role in the development of poetry, in speech rhythms, sense, and most of all in capturing the living language of locale. New forms must evolve, involving a language of place with measure and form in careful relationship. It was ironic that Williams's and Lewis's similar concern with the language of place and circumstance converged in Mencken, whose article-appearing the same year in the Saturday Review of Literature-pilloried proletarian literature.
Williams's interest in working-class issues was in spirit humanitarian, yet poems such as "Yachts," from a 1935 collection entitled An Early Martyr, bear political implications, alluding metaphorically to the ruthlessness of capitalist practices. Williams was, however, insistent on standards for poetry that freed it from political taint. "All we'll get by a Communist issue," he wrote Nathanael West in 1932, when considering a topic for a special issue of Contact, "is a reputation for radicalism and not for good writing-which is our real aim. But later we can appear with an air of: there's good writing among the Communists too; they're not just propagandist crazy" (SL 125). He wished "to state," he wrote Kay Boyle several months later, "that poetry . . . is related to poetry and not to socialism, communism or anything else that tries to swallow it . . ." (SL 131).
Not intimations of revolutionary class struggle, then, but the bold freshness of Lewis's writing attracted Williams's interest, despite its frequent idiosyncratic oddness, as in "Shakeup at Santa Barbara":
How mighty is Nature, how null the boast of man. To Williams and others intrigued by Lewis's bold originality this was language that might invigorate poetry and appeal to people who could not afford to purchase books from trade publishers. Looking beyond instances of colloquial vulgarity and the occasional awkward formal qualities of Lewis's poems, Williams discovered an expressiveness that echoed his own quest for a new American language in poetry. He linked Lewis to the early American colonists in their struggle for just treatment by the English colonizers. Despite infelicities and outmoded forms, Lewis's poems revealed a seriousness of conviction registered in the idioms of speech and brash neologisms. The very broken, tortured quality of Lewis's poetic forms was instructive. Lewis sets an example for poets, Williams ventured, indeed for himself, aware that the cultural gatekeepers, both left and right, were likely to receive Lewis coldly. Lewis's work represented a new poetry for the times evident in the vigorous rhythms and language of speech, poems of impassioned belief, located in place and experience (see Partisan Review had now appeared in new format and with a new editorial staff, having untied the knot with The Anvil. In the re-born PR, editors Rahv and Phillips renounced their earlier association with the "revolutionary working class," declining any further "defense of the Soviet Union" in favor of editorial independence. Openly hostile now to Stalinist elements in the party the PR editors welcomed modernist currents in literature and art based upon their artistic value, not their engagement in the revolutionary movement. The turnaround signaled a feud with former colleagues on the left, erupting into a bitter conflict with New Masses.
The Partisan Review editors invited Williams to submit a poem, probably hoping to patch up relations following the earlier rejection of his Lewis essay. Williams complied. When his poem was rejected, Williams sent another, also rejected. Williams responded in a postcard: "Your patience will make the flowers bloom." The PR editors interpreted this as indication that Williams intended to submit another poem. But the November 16, 1937 , issue of New Masses noted that Williams had scratched PR as a venue for his work. To learn of this in the pages of their bitter rival was particularly galling to the PR editors. In the note the NM editors wrote: "Incidentally, some of our readers may have seen an advance notice of the Trotskyist Partisan Review announcing the anti-Soviet, antiCommunist contents of the first issue. William Carlos Williams is listed as a contributor, but he writes to The New Masses that 'the Partisan Review has no contribution of mine, nor will I send any'" (qtd. in Conroy, "Plowboy Poet" 205). Upset with Williams's choice and the manner in which it was made known, PR editor Dwight Macdonald sought an explanation. Williams replied that he had no stake in the feud between New Masses and PR; his only interest, he said, was to see the Lewis essay in print.
26 Soon after, Partisan Review printed an exchange of letters with Williams, titled "The Temptation of Dr. Williams" (January 1938).
The PR editors assumed a defensive, sarcastic posture towards Williams, yet opened the door for reconciliation: "When the real situation becomes clear . . . we hope he will send us some more poems." Lewis, the gumbo poet, had disappeared from their sights along with Conroy and other worker-writers, who attempted to create a non-elitist literature separate from the dominant discourse of commodity culture. 27 In an injured tone the PR editors counterattacked New Masses, claiming that the party had enlisted the aid of Dr. Williams in launching a vicious assault on their magazine. Citing an earlier exchange of letters with Williams, the editors complained that New Masses was using Williams in their effort to "stifle independent left-wing expression. 28 Williams shrugged off the matter, commenting in a letter to a friend that the PR editors were, in effect, posturing. After all, he added, PR had called for sanctions against Williams a year earlier. It was an absurd charge, he said, to claim that he was taking sides politically. But to remain neutral from politics was not an option. Williams found himself embroiled in a battle between rival periodicals: one continued to embrace party positions; the other turned away from the Communist Party's cultural movement, positioning itself as an independent voice of the left and a growing presence of cultural power and status within the literary establishment. Soon The New Republic was pulled into the feud between PR and NM that Lewis (and Williams in a roundabout way) had brought into the open. TNR's Malcolm Cowley joined in the altercation, voicing dissatisfaction with PR in an article published October 19, 1938. Cowley expressed regret that the reborn PR had strayed from its new course of political independence, engaging in factional quarrels directed toward former allies on the left. The piece elicited a response from PR's editors with Cowley's rejoinder in the same issue calling for a truce favoring literary rather than political aims. 29 Midwestern radicals like Nelson Algren and Meridel Le Sueur were still smarting over the loss of The Anvil in the Communist Party-engineered coup. 30 The party had dropped its promotion of working-class writers soon after the Seventh Determined to escape the nets of literary statusmakers, Lewis nonetheless wished to expose them. Such was the idea for a proposal he planned should he win a Guggenheim Fellowship. Edmund Wilson and others, however, steered him away from the proposed topic. Recommending him were Wilson, Stephen Vincent Benét, and Jack Conroy (both Benét and Conroy had won Guggenheim awards). Lewis promised Wilson that he would not use the award to "take revenge upon the Kaffee Klatsch Klan." "I'll drop that idea as a project," he wrote, "and state only the other idea: To reflect the verse, the attitudes, and problems of the farmers of Southern and Southwestern United States." 32 Similarly, Conroy dissuaded Lewis away from using the Guggenheim project to attack literary cliques, advising him to stick to creative work as evidence for the award.
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Despite his failure on a first try to win the award, Lewis seemed poised in the summer of 1938 for the literary breakthrough he had so long anticipated. Five of his poems appeared in the June issue of Poetry magazine. In the same year Poetry magazine awarded Lewis its prestigious Harriet Monroe Lyric Prize. In its "Notes on Contributors" the editors recalled Williams's remark about Lewis's belief in the power of his own words. 34 A third sponsor was former TNR editor Robert Morss Lovett, whose review of a recent biography of Keats struck a resonant note with Lewis. "You mention how Keats disgusted the aristocrats of his time, simply because he was a proletarian," Lewis wrote Lovett, "despite his implied acceptance of their social ideology, whereas they could have more or less respect for the gentile if rebellious Byron and for the wealthy anarchist Shelley. . . . Similarly, I think, my verse is opposed by the Lockharts of the contemporary left literary movement, though (and partly because) it has been so roundly praised in [the] Soviet Union. I am really a clodhopper, not of the elite radicalized intelligentsia, and the challenge of my example exerts an unendurable strain upon the principles of these hypocrites." 38 He had expected to fail the first try, Lewis wrote Wilson when the winners were named the following year. But the second rejection astonished him, he said, given the project's clear relevance to the sharecroppers' roadside strike in southern Missouri that had made headlines in the news at the time the award was being decided (see Wylie, Clifford, Strickland) . Moreover, Lewis had counted on the prestige of the Harriet Monroe Lyric Poetry Prize. Yet, he acknowledged, recent events-foremost, the Soviet-Nazi pact-had sharpened differences on the left: " . . . our souls may be literally screaming against each other nowadays." The Soviets, Lewis claimed, had acted wisely. Let the fascists "smash each other. . . . I am an isolationist, believing that this comprehends the best possible social revolutionary or liberal or democratic tactic. . . ." 39 Siding with the "cool-headed rev- (April 28, 1942) , "with an enormous sheaf of poems-songs, ballads, jingles, free verse narratives, prose rhythms-on every conceivable phase of the life of the underprivileged in his part of America." Kreymborg, who hosted a performance of Lewis's poems, set to music by David Schlein, at a meeting of the League of American Writers, wrote very favorably of the Missouri "farmhand poet" in the article, citing his "poetic style that is truly impassioned and original," and urging publishers to give him a wider audience.
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Whenever Lewis saw what he thought was justice done he proudly put it to use. He walked into the New Masses offices without notice and confronted editor Mike Gold, who had some ten years before claimed that Lewis was "as politically backward as thousands of his neighbors." Lewis hoped to stir things up among party leaders, as he wrote Williams, in a "revolution within the revolution." 42 There was evidence that as the party retrenched, preparing for the "counter-revolution" that was sure to follow war's end, it began to distance itself from political wild cards like Lewis. Joy Davidman, associate editor of New Masses, proved to be an exception among party people in keeping a door open for Lewis. A gifted poet (recipient of the Yale Younger Poets Prize), Davidman shared Williams's interest in Lewis's creative work. In a five-page letter of closely argued detail, Davidman suggested that in order to connect with the people Lewis must avoid obscure, fancy diction, sticking instead to plain language and simple forms such as the ballad. A ruling class that is remote from the people develops "first a distinct dialect, then a distinct language, which the ruling-class scholars preserve in a mummified state while the language of the people continues to change and grow." Echoing Cowley's advice Davidman urged Lewis to "appeal to the imagination and the emotions; correct political statement is not enough, otherwise why not write an editorial and the hell with verse?" "Stop reining in your imagination," Davidman concluded: "let it go and take a look at the real lives and sufferings of real people on this earth. Then come back and tell simply what you have seen. I'm pretty sure you can do it; and that will be poetry." 43 It was good advice that cut through the political dissension that had ensnared Lewis for too long. It was time to leave the "angry decade" (Leo Gurko's term for the 1930s) and devote his energy and talent to poetry. Lewis might have heeded the advice except that his tendency to view himself as a victim had begun to develop into delusional behavior. Lewis failed to act on it, wasting his talent and energy in controversies mainly of his making. Lewis wrote in triumph to his congressman and to Conroy that the JapaneseAmerican scholar, Sachio Oka, who in 1934 had translated into English an essay entitled "H. H. Lewis, the American Satirist Poet" authored by Japanese proletarian writer Masaki Ideka for the magazine Shi-Seishin, was linked to a conspiracy involving the infamous Black Dragon Japanese espionage network. Oka, a Communist Party member, was subsequently cleared of suspicion. 44 Lewis's bouts of delusional behavior and angry denunciations distanced him from the party and many of his onetime supporters-except Conroy, whose advice and good-natured humor succeeded in tempering Lewis's self-defeating impulses and tirades, and Williams, who, it appeared, dismissed what others thought about Lewis and encouraged him to accept a similar attitude. "They'll always attack your verse," Williams wrote Lewis in August 27, 1943 , "let 'em do it-and keep on writing." Yet, Williams added, the wartime paper shortage was making publication difficult. At least that was the reason publishers were giving Williams for not taking his collection of poems. "They tell me it's due to a paper shortage-while more paper is wasted for asinine purposes than there is piss in an army latrine." 45
